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Glass Industry Solutions
Presentation

The commercial success of a business is actually connected to a strategic plan that helps its
customers to achieve excellence, promoting experiences and also sharing knowledge. We are in
the 3.0 age, and you need a 3.0 age supplier!

info@febafi.com

febafi.portugal

Introduction
“All company departments
participate and interact with
each other so that a global
harmony is achieved in
every product or service develop by
FEBAFI”.
Having started its activity in 1957 FEBAFI, Lda.
operates in several areas, including industrial
systems,

industrial

production,

industrial

maintenance, etc.. FEBAFI is proud to be one
of the few Portuguese national manufacturers
specialized in glass industry components, with
standard models and with the ability to produce
customized models for our clients.
FEBAFI has defined processes to identify the needs
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About us
FEBAFI is an entrepreneurial and dynamic company of Portuguese origin. Starting in the metal sector,
back in 1957, has since then been experiencing a constant growth.
Guided by a vision of sustained growth, under the leadership of the Ferreira family since the beginning,
the company has engaged in the diversification of its business in sectors and geographical areas
with high growth potential. In the 1990s, the process to vertically integrate the glass industry and
internationalize activities started.

Patern car

“At FEBAFI we know that we are not alone in the world.In addition to a careful management of human
resources, partner selection is essential to the harmony of the whole system. We believe that success
should not only be ours but also to those who work with and for us.”

Our principles

What we do?

Observing the maxim «not just one market, not

For over 40 years, FEBAFI has been working closely

just one client, not just one currency, not just one

with major players in the metal work business. We

product», FEBAFI overcame geographical borders.

support our experience on countless hours working

Always with the mission to respect the principles of

on different areas such as the glass industry, food

economic, social and environmental development,

industry, textile industry, renewable energies, wood

FEBAFI continues to be founded on the same

industry, the optical industry and many others.

What makes us successful?
FEBAFI compromises to continuously improve its performance in quality
management, through the establishment and revision of goals and targets
that aim to optimize our processes, promoting communication with customers,
employees and suppliers.

principles on which it built its history - entrepreneurial
vision,

responsibility,

diligence,

creativity

and

innovation.

info@febafi.com / www.febafi.com
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Meet our team

From professionals to professionals

Challenges are common for us
Due to globalization challenges, companies must be prepared to compete in all markets. This scenario, create
challenges to any company, because, besides being prepared to conquer the market where they are established,
they should be able to face new markets. With that in mind, we have built a team prepared to do so.

Why should

you choose us?
FEBAFI have several employees working in different departments that interact with each other. Each employee
has one role that is a part of the process, but is not confined to a unique role. They all have in each department
a global thinking.

Paulo Ferreira
General Manager

Carlos Ferreira
Assistant Manager

Rui Pinheiro

Creative

Hard work

Quality

Professional

Production Manager
FEBAFI mission is the development of products and services geared to consumers and to contribute to the creation
of technological and industrial innovation, in order to create technological tools that facilitate and expedite the

paulo.ferreira@febafi.com

carlos.ferreira@febafi.com

rui.pinheiro@febafi.com

info@febafi.com / www.febafi.com

tasks of any individual adopting and enhancing practice social responsibility to achieve the objectives.
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Special services
Our goal is to manufacture and make products that meet your exact needs. Our ability to
make custom made parts is, for those who can’t find what they are looking for anywhere
else on the market, a key asset.
By our experience, sometimes there isn´t an ideal and instant solution on the market for that one production problem
that you are facing. By understanding this situation, FEBAFI offers the chance to provide you a personalized service
by completing your orders according to your specifications, and also by offering possible solutions for your particular
problem.

Analyze
Every request by our customers are of the utmost priority to us. Each one is analyzed
by our team of experts regardless of being a standard request or a special order
best suited to a situation special need.

Networking
To achieve the best quality we only work with the best suppliers. Over the years
we have formed a great network of suppliers that will always ensure you the best
output result for your company.

Support
Our goal is to give you real time support, by offering you numerous options to
instantly contact our team of experts via mobile, mail or Skype, so that we can
tailor-make your every request.

Our vision, your future !
FEBAFI has a mission to distinguish itself for its excellence, both in terms of management,
products and services. A desire that is contagious and fuels the enthusiasm of the
youngest generation - the third - involved in the family business. We will help you build
your future on the foundations of our past!

Delivery
We know that in the modern world every second counts. So we will send your
order within the requested time frame for your best convenience. By doing so our
intent is to give you that extra edge to maximize your ongoing production efforts.

info@febafi.com / www.febafi.com
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Some of our work
02/ Precision tools that will offer your end products the quality that you

01

need to ensure your costumers the pristine condition of the final item.

02

Star wheels
01/ Stars wheels made for several types of inspection machines like M, C, IM and Flex machines

03
04

Bottom thickness measurer

03/ Calibration bottle so that you can program your inspection machine
to detect even the most minor flaws on your final product

M machine parts
04/ Several mechanical components for inspection machines

Calibration PE bottle

info@febafi.com / www.febafi.com
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Some of our work
06/ IS machines tongs calibration device.

05

06

Mold and bottleneck pliers

05/ Mold and bottleneck pliers from various shapes and sizes to better suit your needs

08
07

Tongs calibration device

Stacker rubber bag holder

08/ Maintenance/cleaning stands for better organizing your hot/cold ends

Maintenance Stands Cold/Hot End

07/ Stacker parts

info@febafi.com / www.febafi.com
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Other work samples
Fusion, IS machines and mold depart.

Tongs caliber / gauge

Steel

Steal, stainless steal and others

Whether cold end zone or any other, we have the tools that your business

Manufacturing of technical parts for the hot end

needs to help you achieve maximum productions rates.

Inspection caliber / gauge

Sproket wheel / pulley

POM, PET TX, Steal, PC

Steel, Stainless Steel and aluminum

Caliber / gauges for every inspection machine and also manual calibers,

Gearing for all types of machines / management guidelines

made with the type of materials best suited for your demands. We also
provide raw material technical specification by request.

Bearings

Verticality Stan

Coated with, PU, POM, Rubber

Quality Measurer

Several kinds of coated bearing best adapted for your production lines

Manufacturing of various quality measurers, including verticality, horizontal,

needs, with a long range of diameters, and material such as rubber, POM,

bottom and body thickness, ovality, height among others.

and PU.

Article rotation washer

Lockingkeyhot

Stainless steel, PE, Rubber

Hot End

Numerous types of rotation rollers, with various Rubber SHORE indexes,

Various solutions to minimize changes times / changes optimization

steel with O-ring for high production rates, and all the measures/diameters
you need and want

info@febafi.com / www.febafi.com
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Other work samples
Lehr transfer plates

Sproket shaft

Steal, stainless steal and Plastic

Steal, stainless steal and others

Regardless the measures, we make all kinds of Lehr transfer plates for hot

We do all kinds of shafts for various applications

zone and the cold zone in various materials

Sliding plates

Finger star

Steal and plastic

Aluminium, POM, PET TX

Implementation of various types of components capable of resisting wear

Performing pieces by design and with the desired characteristics

and abrasion

IM Guides and others

Brushes

POM, PE

Plastic

Guides for machines and guides for line management

All kinds of brushes / guides for product monitoring in machinery / line
management

Outfeed Guides
PE, POM, TECAST
We do all types of outfeed guides for various machines

info@febafi.com / www.febafi.com

As a result of over 20 years of experience
in this field, FEBAFI has at its disposal
a number of replacement parts as well
as improvements that can be applied to
various types of inspection machines.
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Our planning
Expanding your business is an exciting proposition. It means it is doing well and ready
to grow to the next level. Nevertheless, we intend to create the proper foundations so
to create a sustainable growth. We want to include you in that growth!

African business expansion: in order to penetrate new markets and deliver the

2011/2013

Spain, Italy, Greece, France, Belgium, Switzerland, the U.K., Romania and Poland, are just some of the countries

advantages to participating in the already large African market: it is set to grow
strongly and it is close by.

Nearly 15 years ago FEBAFI began its expansion outside Portugal. It was natural that a company that offers world
needed products, started reaching other companies around the world in a short time. Angola, Mozambique,

growth they seek on their journey to high performance. There are remarkable

2014/2015

that have become strong markets in several fields of FEBAFI´s action.

We believe that Central and Eastern Europe countries will remain the European
Union’s economic powerhouse both during and after the current crisis. The longterm growth prospects for the region will remain and lead to higher incomes, better
welfare and more prosperity. We want to help them achieve all this.

FEBAFI expanded its business by increasing its production, but always preserving the same top quality products.
Today, we are a global company.

Asia has emerged as one of the most attractive markets in the world, as it provides

2015/2016

We are ready

opportunities for growth and business expansion. China and India alone account for
more than a third of the world’s population, and Asian markets are an opportunity to
tap into emerging markets with growing incomes and consequent growing demand.
However, overseas business expansion into Asia is a challenge for any kind of

for the future !

company, big or small. We intend to take that challenge head on.

2016/2017

South American economies are booming as we speak. Countries like Brazil or Chile,
among others, are the front runners for an economic jump. With the creation of
a South American common market, the time to take FEBAFI’s products to these
markets is upon us.

Constant development

info@febafi.com / www.febafi.com
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Contact us
Whether you’re looking for answers or to place an order, you’ll find many ways to
contact us right here. We’ll help you resolve your issues quickly and easily, getting you
back to more important things.
Headquarters:
Rua de Chaimite nº 86

Tel: + 351 227 111 641
....... .+ 351 227 162 085

4405-850 Vilar do Paraíso - Vila Nova de Gaia

Fax: + 351 227 123 976

Portugal

Skype: febafi.portugal
Web: www.febafi.com
Email: info@febafi.com

Plant:
Rua da Santa Apolónia nº 274 - Centro Empresarial de Santa
Apolónia, Pavilhão B
4410-022 Serzedo - Vila Nova de Gaia
Portugal
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